PROOF APPROVAL FORM
Please check and verify all aspects of this proof and technical specifications. With your approval you are ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY for the content, design and specification of this label.

[ ] APPROVED  [ ] REVISIONS REQUIRED

DESIGN # 644D-007
SIZE - 5.75" x 5.75"
MATERIAL - SEMI-GLOSS / LAMINATION
COLORS - 4C DIGITAL
UNWIND POSITION - #4

DATE: 11/29/2012

COPY POSITION: 1-4 LABELS WOUND OUT

PLEASE NOTE: Colors shown are only for color break and are not intended to be an exact representation of color.
If a proof with exact color is required please contact your sales representative.

Signature ________________________________
Date ____________________________________

Complete Compatibility®
By WinFIELD

Compatibility Agent and Acidifier

PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONING AGENTS:
Alcohol ethoxylate phosphate ester, isopropanol, dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether 60.0%
COMPOUNDS INEFFECTIVE AS SPRAY ADJUVANT 40.0%
TOTAL 100.0%

ALL INGREDIENTS ARE EXEMPT FROM TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS UNDER 40 CFR 180.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
SEE BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

NET CONTENTS: 1 GALLON (3.785 LITERS)

WA Reg. No. 1381-50009
DISTRIBUTED BY:
WINFIELD SOLUTIONS, LLC
P.O. BOX 64589, ST. PAUL, MN 55164-0589

DIE LINE - FPO
DOES NOT PRINT

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
DANGER - Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye injury. Causes skin burns. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Wear protective eyewear (goggles or face shield) and chemical-resistant gloves. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

Personal Protective Equipment: Wear protective eyewear (goggles or face shield), chemical-resistant gloves, coveralls worn over long-sleeved shirt and long pants, and chemical-resistant footwear plus socks.

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
IF ON SKIN: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for further treatment advice. Have the person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.
IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

Note to Physician: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.
IN THIS TEST, ONE TEASPOON PER GALLON IS EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY ONE PINT PER 100 GALLONS FOR PESTICIDE AND LIQUID FERTILIZER TANK MIXES.

Potential tank mixes should be tested before use with liquid fertilizer/pesticide tank mixes or pesticide tank mixes may be tested as follows.

1. Test the pH of the water to be used in your tank mix by using a pH test kit.
2. Add one teaspoon of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY (1 pint rate) to the liquid and mix well.
3. Add each pesticide or adjuvant (following label mixing order or test instructions) to the solution and shake well to mix before adding next material until all the tank mix components have been added.

Allow the mixture to stand for at least 15 minutes. If the mixture is oily, lumpy or otherwise unacceptable, repeat the test using the same amount of fertilizer and/or pesticide, and increase the amount of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY to two teaspoons (2 pint rate) and mix. The solution should remain stable for at least 30 minutes. If this does not solve the problem, increase the amount of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY to three teaspoons (3 pint rate). If the problem still exists after trying the 3 pint rate, make a pre-mix of each pesticide and water then retest compatibility test. Premixing often increases compatibility when adding dry pesticides like wettable powders or when adding pesticides to liquid fertilizer, especially cold liquid fertilizer.

COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY may be added to fertilizer grades as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Desired pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oz. of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY per 100 gallons of water.

This chart is a guide to the approximate quantity of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY required to reduce the pH of 100 gallons of water.

In every case, the pesticide label precautions must be followed and this product must be used in accordance with product label directions.

Storage and Disposal

Storage: keep product in original container away from heat or flame. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.

Container Disposal: Triple rinse (or equivalent) during mixing and loading. Recycling decontaminated containers is the best option of container disposal. The Agricultural Container Recycling Council (ACRC) operates the national recycling program. To contact your state and local ACRC recycler visit the ACRC website at www.acrcycle.org. Decontaminated containers may also be disposed of in sanitary landfill.

In every case, the pesticide label precautions must be followed and this product must be used in accordance with product label directions.

Notice of Warranty

Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in accordance with directions under normal conditions of use. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NOR IS ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY SUCH WARRANTY OR MODIFY THESE TERMS. This warranty does not extend to the storage, handling or use of this product contrary to label instructions, or under abnormal conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to Seller. And Buyer assumes the risk of any such storage, handling or use. Seller shall not be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, if any, resulting from a breach of warranty.

AgriSolutions™ is a trademark and COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® is a registered trademark of Winfield Solutions, LLC.
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